Great things in
business are
never done alone.

Warrior Partner
Program
Assessments

With more companies
and more aspects of daily
life reliant on technology,
developers are in the driver’s
seat, working hard to write the
code that makes the software
society relies on a reality.

Partners help to spread the word on secure coding, and share Secure Code Warrior’s vision
that security should start left in the Secure Software Development Lifecycle (SSDLC) in
order to enable developers to be the front line of defense for their organizations.
Join the movement to spread the word to the 25 million software developers on the
planet that secure code and quality code should be synonymous.

securecodewarrior.com

Choose your level of commitment
Warrior Engage
Warrior Engage partners include global and regional services and solution providers who are eager to invest in
and build a business with Secure Code Warrior®.
Warrior Engage partners resell Secure Code Warrior as a core component to their DevSecOps or AppSec solution
offering(s), with two tiers based on the level of commitment they make.

Global or multi-region focused partners who have the commitment,
reach (customer and sales), and investment to resell Secure Code
Warrior to deliver the highest level of sales volume.

Regionally focused partners who have the commitment, reach
(customer and sales), and investment to resell Secure Code Warrior
to deliver a high level of sales.

Warrior Connect
Warrior Connect partners include global technology and regional services providers in the DevOps ecosystem
which extend reach and connection to the market, with three tiers based on the level and nature of commitment
you make.

DevOps and AppSec technology partners who integrate their
product(s) with Secure Code Warrior’s to expand and enhance the
value to mutual customers and users.

Technology partners with whom Secure Code Warrior has built a
plugin and/or integration that helps developers build securely within
their workflow.

Ecosystem players which refer or resell Secure Code Warrior to
their customers as they identify the opportunity, on a one-time or
ad-hoc basis.

 hy become part of the
W
Warrior Partner Program?
•J
 oin a rapidly growing leader in DevSec and increase your brand exposure, grow your customer base, and make learning fun.
•C
 reate an additional revenue stream for your product/service portfolio.
•F
 lexible partnership model to fit with organizations of all sizes.
•G
 enerous discount levels and repeat revenue.
•D
 ifferentiate your offering with the world’s leading secure code training.

Our goal is to build mutually beneficial relationships with key
trusted partners in the developer and security ecosystem,
delivering a stronger combined value to our customers. By
upgrading developer-led secure coding, every team can be
inspired to ship quality code with confidence.
Pieter Danhieux, Co-Founder and CEO of Secure Code Warrior

We are excited to be an Elite level Warrior Engage partner
of Secure Code Warrior. Enabling a security mindset
within organizations is a critical element to help manage
the increasing digital risk our customers face. I have been
amazed at how vocal and passionate our customers, and
their developers, have been when introduced to Secure
Code Warrior’s innovative and engaging platform.
Dave Montanaro, Global Sales & GTM Lead
RSA University, RSA Security

Interested in
learning more?
Get in touch with us

securecodewarrior.com

